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Abstract— Virtual learning environments provide the opportunity for the students to learn educational materials in
educational institutions from different parts and places and with no requirement to physical presence. Over the time,
a host of different information related to students, the content of teaching and learning and the interactions among
them are recorded in virtual learning systems database that one of the most important of such information is how the
students use the system. In this article, we will review the articles that have paid attention to this subject and a
classification of the performed activities in this field and would be provided; in continue, some examples of these
activities have been applied to the data from Imam Khomeini virtual university.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past three decades, e-learning has been
widely used among human populations. The wave of
investments in this field in recent years has witnessed
tremendous growth and now many institutions are
working and providing services in this field area. In
the past decade, data mining in education and learning
systems has come to the view as a growing field of
scientific research related to computer science that
deals with development of methods for exploring and
extracting knowledge from the unique data of
educational systems. Most of the existing systems in elearning centers use to maintain information about the
activities and interactions of students engaged in the
learning environment, but this unstructured
information is far less effective for the teachers and
administrators of these centers due to high volume,

weakness and lack of analysis and reporting tools.
Data mining area and extraction knowledge from
database are capable of proper performance to
confront these problems, and this caused that so much
research have been performed in the area of
deployment of the tools and data mining techniques
and knowledge extraction in the training and learning
systems in the past ten years. Up to now, some articles
have been written to review the activities carried out in
the field of educational data mining that some of them
can be mentioned including [1, 2, 3, 4]. The current
study intends to provide a more comprehensive review
of activities conducted in this area from the beginning
up to the present time by totaling the mentioned papers
as well as reviewing newer articles, and study the
implementing a few of these methods by using the
step-by-step method. It is arranged in the following
way: Section 2 deals with reviewing important articles
in the field of data mining in e-learning and classify

them and the amount of published articles in each of
the categories are examined. The third section deals
with investigating the status of conducted researches
in the field of educational data mining and
concentration on different issues in various time
periods are examined. Section 4 describes the general
process of applying data mining to e-learning data.
Then details the preprocessing step necessary for
adapting the data to the appropriate format. In the
following some of the mentioned methods will be
applied on the data of Imam Khomeini virtual
University. Finally, the conclusions and further
research are outlined.
II.

CONDUCTED ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF
DATA MINING IN E-LEARNING

Activities and research conducted in this area are
divided into the following groups:
•

statistical analysis and visualization

•
Web mining of information related to the
students' use of virtual learning environment
•

Table. 1 The performed studies extent in the fields of
educational data mining

Branch

Percentage

Statistical analysis and visual
modeling
Statistical analysis

32.2
20.34

Visualization

11.86

Web mining of information
related to the students' use of
virtual learning environment
Extraction of the association
rules
Classification

67.8
16.95
11.86

Development of Tools

11.86

Extraction of sequential
patterns
Clustering

10.17

Outlier analysis

8.47

Social network analysis

3.39

8.47

Text mining

Table 1 and Fig. 1 show briefly the performed
activities extent in this area:
In continue, we will further study the articles in
various areas:
A. Statistical analysis
Statistical methods can be used to summarize and
express the descriptive characteristics of a data set.
Also, using these methods, modeling the existing
trends in data and deduction of processes and latent
patterns can be dealt with. Different statistical
analysis methods have the ability to be used on data in
education and learning systems. Among these
methods, descriptive analyzes such as mean, median,
standard deviation, frequency tables, histograms, etc
can be noted. Also, the deductive advanced
techniques such as correlation analysis, regression,
statistical hypothesis test and the time sequences have
the capabilities to be used on this information.
Usually, the information related to how students
use e-learning systems is the beginning to apply these
methods. This information can be analyzed through
standard tools of statistical analysis of web servers
such as Access Watch, Analog, Gwstat, WebStat, etc
[5]. Also, the Synergo / ColAT can be mentioned as a
specific tool for statistical analysis of students'
information in a designed learning management
system [6]. In the article [7], a simple analysis of the
number of students referrals and number of page
visits have been presented. In [8], the time
distribution of the students' attending in virtual
environment and the courses visited more have been
considered. In [9], the students' behaviors within a
semester have been reviewed and the key words in
searching them have been analyzed. Also in [10],

Fig. 1 The performed studies extent in the fields of educational data
mining

weekly and monthly reports of changes in student
behavior patterns have been presented.
In [11], the difficulty of presented problems and
exercises in the virtual education system has been
analyzed using the statistical analyses. The results of
these analyses have been also used to improve the elearning environment. The correlation analysis has
been used to study the students' trends in learning [12]
and predicting the final scores [13]. Also in [14], the
regression analysis has been used for the modeling of
student knowledge according to the final scores and
review of criteria that cause disruption in this
modeling. In [15], using regression it is predicted
whether a student chooses the right answer to a
question. Also in [16], using the student response to
questions during the semester, his/ her final scores is
predicted.
B. Visualization
Visualization is considered as a field of computer
graphics and user interface design knowledge that
deals with the representation of information as digital
interactive or dynamic images [17].

The main application of these methods is to
facilitate the analysis of huge volume of data by
presenting them in a graphical format. Typically, the
raw data is displayed in the form of tables, charts and
graphs, which are not so useful while dealing with
high volumes of information. In contrast, using
visualization, complex and multi-dimensional
information that has been produced from tracking of
students in virtual learning environments can be well
studied. In [18], visualization methods have been used
for analyzing the accountability status of students to
exercises. Some researchers in this field have studied
the development of learning management system and
adding visualization modules and their on-line
surveying. For example in [19], the CourseVis tool
has been developed for analyzing the students'
interactions with existing courses in the WebCT
learning management system. In [20], the GISMO
tool uses the information related to Moodle open
source learning management system as the main
source and provides the graphic charts about different
subjects and how to review their educational content
by the students. Also, the TADA-Ed tool [21]
integrates different methods of visualization to
facilitate the monitoring process by the professor. In
[22], a tool for studying high volume of interactions
between professors and students in the LISTEN
project has been provided, which is a reading tutorial
program. Using these tools, courses professors and
educational administrators can achieve good
knowledge about the students and about how they
learn in virtual learning environment. As a step
forward in [23], a business intelligence tool by the
name MATEP has been provided for observing and
analysis how the students interact on line. In recent
years, using data warehouse and business intelligence
tools in e-learning systems have received a wide
welcome among who are involved in this area.
C. Clustering
Clustering methods deal with data grouping
according to similarities among them. In e-learning,
clustering methods are used for grouping students
according to various features. In [24], the students
have been grouped based on the characteristics related
to learning style and have been used in order to
promote interactions level among similar groups and
prevent the students problems. In [25], behavioral
patterns of students in an interactive learning
environment have been extracted using clustering
methods. Also in [26], using clustering of the
students, how to provide educational content and their
learning path have been personalized. In [27], tests
and questions have been grouped based on how the
students answer to them. Also in [28], the users have
been classified in terms of attending in the virtual
learning environment and how to interact with the
system. The main advantage of clustering methods
includes revealing the latent patterns in the data,
which can be extracted using analysis and statistical
methods that often leads to valuable results to
promote the quality of learning and education.

D. Classification
Classification methods deal with data modeling
using the set of learning and predicting the class
labels of test data sets based on their features. In
electronic learning, these methods are usually used to
predict a specific feature in terms of previous models.
In [29], classification methods have been used to
study the responds of different groups of students to
different instructional strategies. In [30], the
performance of students and their final scores have
been anticipated using a combination of classification
methods. In [31], the students' misuse of learning
environment and their irresponsible behaviors have
been detected using classification methods. Also in
[32], the students' performance in a learning
environment along with impressive features to
improve such a performance has been studied. In [33],
the students have been categorized to two groups of
prone to error and prone to correctness based on the
use pattern, and using this classification results, the
common causes of students' mistakes have been
studied. In [34], the classification methods have been
used to identify students with low motivation and
finding some solutions to treat and prevent their
dropping out of courses. Also in [35], these methods
have been used to predict the success rate of the
subjects. One of the common methods of
classification is to use the decision tree generating
methods. The decision tree due to the simplicity and
high interpretation capability is very useful in the
field of education and learning. The generated
decision tree can be also used to extract rules as IF
THEN ELSE, which may lead to the extraction of
interesting information about the way of students use
and their results.
E. Extracting the association rules
The association rules are applied to extract the
relationship among different features in the database.
The results of these algorithms are usually provided
as a set of X → Y rules, where X and Y are sets of
attributes. Different studies have worked to extract the
association rules in the databases of web-based
training systems that we will review them in continue.
In [36], the association rules have been applied for
making the recommending agents to the students.
These agents recommend various educational
activities suitable to the students' use patterns and
suggest them some shortcuts for elimination of
unnecessary educational resources. In [37], the
association rules have been used for resolving the
students' problems in the learning environment and
providing consultation for them. In [38], these rules
have also been used to guide the activities of students
and suggesting them educational content. In [39], the
most appropriate educational content is determined
specifically to provide to the students, and in [40], the
extracted rules have been used to optimize the virtual
learning environment based on items that are
interesting from the perspective of students. In [41], a
method for determining the main distinguishing
features of the students has been presented from the

perspective of efficiency. In [42], interesting rules
according to the pattern of observing educational
content by students has been extracted to provide
feedback to the content producers. In [43], the
existing communications among the behavioral
patterns of students in the learning environment has
been studied, and in [44], the errors of students that
usually happen together have been extracted.
F. Extracting sequential patterns
Sequential patterns are considered as a particular
form of association rules in which the time and the
arrangement of objects in the database are considered
as a parameter. These methods have been widely used
in e-learning and specifically to study the behavioral
patterns of students in the learning environment. In
[45], extraction of sequential patterns has been used
for assessment of students' activities and
personalizing the training content. In [46], these
methods have been also used for the production of
educational activities suitable to the learning pattern
of different groups of students. In [47], these methods
have been applied to extract the learning behavior of
the students and its comparison with the designed
learning path (ideal form). In [48], using the
sequential patterns extraction, the learning path of
successful students and sequences of the indicators
for doing educational activities have been determined.
Some researchers have evaluated the virtual learning
environment and its improvement by extracting the
learning path of the students. In [49], these methods
have been used for evaluating and improving the
design of educational websites. Also in [50], these
methods have been used to create a standard for
designing the best structure for online learning
environment.
G. Outlier analysis
The outlier analysis methods search for records in
the database, which are largely different to the
expected values. These methods are usually used for
data purification and removing noise and inaccurate
information and data, but sometimes they can be used
to identify growing trends and find rare cases among
the data sets. For example, these methods can be used
to find unusual students in e-learning. In [51] and
[52], these methods have been used to detect
abnormal behavior of students in the learning
environment. Also in [53], in addition to recognize
the behavior deviation of students from the normal
route, abnormal behaviors of professors and teachers
have been also analyzed.

learning is also a context for interaction between
students, professors and educational content. In fact
most of the new educational contexts have developed
based on social constructivism theory, in which the
student's learning process occurs through a series of
his/her interactions with educational content, learning
activities, course instructor and other students. In
[54], these methods have been used to extract the
group activities of students and analysis of sociogram
and the correlation of its components. In [55], these
methods have been used for analysis and
interpretation of educational content structure in
online learning communities.
Tool development
Some researchers have designed specific tools to
study the way of users' use of learning environment in
addition to providing algorithms. Among these tools,
some can be mentioned as following : the MultiStar
[56] for the extraction of association
and
classification rules, the Tool [57] to study and
quantitative analysis of students' performance, the
EPRules [58] to extract association rules, the KAON
[59] for clustering and source searching, the O3R [60]
for discovering sequential patterns, the MINEL [61]
to determine a framework for analyzing virtual
learning systems logs and finding learning path of
students, the CIECoF [62] to extract association rules
and the Simulog [63] to extract the unexpected
behavior of the students.
I.

III.

STUDY THE STATUS OF RESEARCH ON
EDUCATIONAL DATA MINING AREA

After review of research on the area of web
searching for information about the students ' use of
learning environments and to learn more about other
areas of educational data mining, we will review the
main topics in the field in early years and modern
trends in this area according to the presented papers in
the first and second conferences and two training in
continue.

H. Social network analysis

A. The main topics in the early years
In the past, the communication extraction and
analysis methods have allocated the major part of
related studies to educational data training. In [1], 60
articles in this area have been reviewed from 1995 to
2005 that among them 26 articles (43 percent) are
devoted to the extraction of communication. Also, 17
articles (28 percent) are devoted to various types of
forecasting methods and other items in this category
have devoted a small ratio to themselves. Fig. 2 shows
total distribution of papers provided in each of the
areas. It should be noted that the articles used several
methods have been counted in all relevant areas.

Social network analysis, which is considered as
one of the new areas in data mining, deals with the
extraction of patterns among existing units in a social
environment. In fact, these methods consider the
relation between these two units as a dependency and
try to extract communicating patterns among different
units and using them to discover knowledge. E-

B. The main topics in recent years
As mentioned, studies in this area in the early
years were about communications extracting and
prediction, but the pattern trend changed in the first
three years of holding data mining conference. Fig.2
shows total distribution of papers provided in each of
the areas.

As Fig.3 shows, the rank of communication
extraction in presented papers in these conferences
has plummeted to fifth rank and only nine percent of
the articles have devoted to the topic. In contrast, the
prediction area using learning data mining that was in
the second rank, has achieved the first rank by
devoting 42 percent of the papers to itself. Other
items have changed a little than before, but the new
method with public interest is exploration of
knowledge by using modeling, so that allocating 19
percent of articles has placed in second rank.
It is true that all articles in the field of educational
data mining are not limited to the articles presented in
the first and second conferences, but it should be noted
that the number of presented articles in these two
conferences are approximately equal to the number of
published papers in the first decade of this area. This
shows the rapid growth of research in this area and the
impossibility of reviewing all the papers.
IV.

Fig. 2 Distribution of articles in the field of educational data
mining according to [1]

CASE STUDY

The application of data mining in e-learning
systems is an iterative cycle [1]. The mined
knowledge should enter the loop of the system and
guide, facilitate and enhance learning as a whole, not
only turning data into knowledge, but also filtering
mined knowledge for decision making. The e-learning
data mining process consists of the same four steps in
the general data mining process. Fig.4 shows them.
x Collect data: The learning management
system is used by students and the usage and
interaction information is stored in the
database. In this paper we have used the
students’ usage data in the Imam Khomeini
virtual university system.
x Preprocess the data: The data is cleaned and
transformed into an appropriate format to be
mined. In order to preprocess the data, we
can use a database administrator tool or
some specific preprocessing tool.
x Apply data mining: The data mining
algorithms are applied to build and execute
the model that discovers and summarizes the
knowledge of interest to the user (instructor,
student and administrator). To do so, either a
general or a specific data mining tool, or a
commercial or free data mining tool can be
used.
x Interpret, evaluate and deploy the results:
The results or model obtained are interpreted
and used by the instructor for further actions.
The instructor can use the information
discovered to make decisions about the
students’ and university course activities to
improve the students’ learning.
A. Preprocessing of data
Actual data of the virtual learning system of the
Imam Khomeini educational and research institute
have been used in implementation of the article.

Fig.3 Distribution of articles in the educational data mining
conferences

Fig.4 process of data mining

This system keeps detailed logs of all activities
that students perform. It logs every click that students
make for navigational purpose. It stores the logs in
some MySQL relational database (a database with 62
tables for each course and 3 other database for logs ,
user’s information and etc with totally 88 tables). But
we do not need all this information and it is also
necessary to convert it into the required format used
by data mining algorithms. Therefore a number of
general data preprocessing tasks like data cleaning,
data transformation and enrichment, data integration
and data reduction applied in to data. Although the
amount of work required in data preparation is less,
the following tasks also need to be done:
x Selecting data:
The project was performed on the data related to
the first semester of 2010. The data includes 1076

Table. 2 Fields used in data mining

students and 35 courses titles that totally contain 3674
students - course.

Fields
Course

Preparation of summary table (summarizing
information of a course):
Table. 2 shows characteristics have been extracted
and used from various databases.
x Data discretization and normalization:
Performing a discretization of numerical values
may be necessary to increase interpretation and
comprehensibility. Discretization
divides the
numerical data into categorical classes that are easier
to understand for the instructor (categorical values are
more user-friendly for the instructor than precise
magnitudes and ranges). Some numerical values of
the summarization table have been discretized (like for
mark attribute: pass if value is>12 and fail if value
is<12).
x

Transferring prepared data to the data mining
software:
The data must be transformed to the required
format of the data mining algorithm or framework. In
our case, the summary table have been exported to
SQL Server database.

The number of studied content sessions
The number of answered tests
The number of correct answers on tests
The number of wrong answers on tests
The number of posts in chat
The number of posts on forum
The time spent for the study the content
The number of performed tasks
The number of visiting the chat
The number of visiting the educational
content
The number of visiting the forum

x

B. Applying data mining techniques to data
In the following, three techniques introduced in the
previous section, for example, have been applied to the
data of Imam Khomeini virtual University. This has
been done through SQL SERVER software, these
three cases are: Classification and association rules
and clustering that each of them will be described in
the following:
x Classification:
In this section by the help of decision tree
algorithm, a tree was developed in order to predict the
student status to pass or not to pass the term.
The instructor can use the knowledge discovered
by these tree for making decisions about course
activities and for classifying new students. For
example, it is very logical that the number of quizzes
passed was the main discriminator of the final marks.
But there are some others that can help the instructor
to decide to promote the use of some types of activities
to obtain higher marks. Or on the contrary, to decide to
eliminate some activities related to low marks. The
instructor can also detect new students with learning
problems in time (students classified as FAIL). The
instructor can use the decision tree model in order to
classify new students and detect in time if they will
have learning problems (students classified as FAIL)
or not (students classified as PASS).
Fig. 5 shows the decision tree constructed from the
data. In the figure, three levels of the created tree are
visible, as indicated in the figure, percentage of correct
responses to quizzes, the percentage of exercises and
amount of educational content are the most important
factors of students ranking. The next levels are
parameters such as participation in chats and forums
and the number of delivered messages in each of them.

The final score

To measure the accuracy of the constructed model,
the classification matrix and k-fold cross validation
methods have been used that the results are shown on
Table.3 and Table.4.
x

Association rules

Table.5 shows some part of the extracted
association rules. Apriori algorithm with min support
of 4 has been used for extracting those rules. In the
rules shown in the table, the amount of forum visit, for
example is right hand side rules. By applying the
algorithm on the data, a high volume of rules are
extracted that only part of it has been shown in table 5.
Some of the extracted rules are obvious such as rule 1;
others are part of other rules for example rule 10 is
part of rule 26; but generally, these rules help the
instructor to understand strengths and weaknesses of
students and efficiency and impact of each of
instruments on learning rate of students. For example,
rule 29 is one of these rules.
x

Clustering

K-means algorithm was applied on the data with
different number of clusters for data clustering. The
purpose of implementing this algorithm is to classify
students, such that according to the amount of their
activity, they can be attributed to categories of strong,
moderate and weak students. The best algorithm
results were obtained by selecting three as the number
of clusters. Fig.6 shows the obtained clusters.
Table.6 shows characteristics of the three clusters;
as indicated in the table, students have been included
in three clusters, and the amount of their activity in the
virtual learning environment determines their
membership in the relevant cluster.
The instructor can use this information in order to
group students into three types of students: very active
students , active students and non-active students .
Starting from this information, for example, the
instructor can group students for working together in

Fig. 5 The decision tree constructed from the data
Table. 3 Classification matrix

Counts for Dtree on Grade Pass Fail
Predicted
0
1

0 (Actual)
56
14

1 (Actual)
17
134

Table. 4 10-fold cross validation

Partition Index

Partition Size

Test

Measure

Value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

199
200
200
200
200
200
200
199
199
199

Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

168
175
174
161
171
168
164
175
172
169

Table. 5 The extracted association rules

Probability

Rule

1.

1

Chat Access Count = Normal, Lp Progress = Normal - > Forum Accsess Count = Normal

2.

1

Quiz Access Count = High, Numberofm On Chat = Low -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

3.

1

Quiz Access Count = High, Chat Access Count =Normal -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

4.

1

Chat Access Count = High, Numberofm On Chat =Low -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

5.

1

Chat Access Count = High, Categorical Grade = Pass -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

6.

0.8

Chat Access Count = High, Quiz Access Count = Normal -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

7.

0.778

Learnpath Access Count =Very High, Chat Access Count = Normal -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

8.

0.7

Chat Access Count = Normal, Quiz Access Count = High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

9.

0.667

Chat Access Count = High, Lp Progress = Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

10

0.667

Chat Access Count = High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

11

0.667

Chat Access Count = High, Quiz Total Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

12

0.667

Chat Access Count = High, Learnpath Access Count = High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

13

0.615

Chat Access Count = Normal, Categorical Grade = Pass -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

14

0.6

Chat Access Count =Very High, Quiz Total Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = High

15

0.6

Numberofm On Chat = Normal, Chat Access Count = Normal -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

16

0.6

Chat Access Count = Normal, Quiz Access Count =Low -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

17

0.6

Chat Access Count =Very High, Quiz True Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = High

18

0.571

Learnpath Access Count = Very High, Numberofm On Chat = Normal-> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

19

0.524

Learnpath Access Count = Very High, Quiz True Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

20

0.5

Chat Access Count =Very High, Lp Progress = Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = High

21

0.5

Learnpath Access Count = Very High, Quiz Access Count =Normal -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

22

0.5

Quiz Access Count = High, Learnpath Access Count = Normal -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

23

0.5

Chat Access Count =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = High

24

0.481

Chat Access Count = Normal, Quiz True Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

25

0.469

Learnpath Access Count= Very High, Quiz Total Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

26

0.462

Learnpath Access Count = Very High, Categorical Grade = Pass -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

27

0.462

Quiz Access Count = Very High, Learnpath Access Count = Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

28

0.462

Learnpath Access Count = Very High, Exersice Percentage =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

29

0.462

Learnpath Access Count = Low, Categorical Grade =Fail -> Forum Accsess Count = Low

30

0.455

Learnpath Access Count = Very High, Lp Progress = Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

31

0.441

Learnpath Access Count = Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

32

0.439

Chat Access Count = Normal, Quiz Total Answerd =Very High -> Forum Accsess Count = Normal

Fig. 6 the extracted clusters from the data

Table. 6 The Clusters’ characteristics

Cluster name

Cluster centroids

Very active

Lp Progress>=87.5 , Numberofm On Chat >= 22 , Chat Access Count >= 13 , Forum Accsess Count >= 44
Learnpath Access Count >= 85 , Quiz Access Count >= 40, Exersice Percentage >= 91 , Quiz True Answerd >= 71 ,
Quiz Total Answerd >= 91, Exersice Percentage >= 91.

Active

Lp Progress=55 - 62 , Numberofm On Chat < 2 - 22, Quiz Access Count=15 - 40, Chat Access Count < 4 , Quiz
Total Answerd=65 - 91 , Quiz True Answerd=44- 71 , Learnpath Access Count=20 - 48, Exersice Percentage=35 –
71, Forum Accsess Count < 4 , Forum Accsess Count=4- 18

Non-active

Lp Progress<55 Quiz Total Answerd < 8, Quiz True Answerd < 15 , Exersice Percentage < 9 Quiz Total Answerd=8
- 33.4128176704 , Quiz Access Count < 15 , Learnpath Access Count<20 ,Forum Accsess Count < 4 , Chat Access
Count < 3, Numberofm On Chat < 2

collaborative activities (each group with only students
of the same cluster or each group with a similar
number of students of each cluster). The instructor can
also group new students into these clusters depending
on their characteristics.

can be obtained by studying calculated statistical
values. Or if we find some similar groups of students
in the graph, using the clustering techniques, the
groups can be separated from one another, and so on.
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